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We study problems of vanishing viscosity limit of statistical solutions of the 
NavierrStokes equation in 3-D and general boundary conditions in 2-D. In this 
case due to lack of sufficiently strong estimate besides energy type one we can have 
only weak convergence in the limit. By a statistical extension of the generalized 
Young measure theorem of R. DiPerna and A. Majda we show that a weak limit 
is a measure valued solution of the Euler equation. As another corollary of the 
extended Young measure theorem we show that any statistical solution generates 
measure valued solutions in a canonical fashion. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The homogeneous incompressible fluid flows in a bounded domain 
12 c R”, n = 2, 3 are determined by the system of equations 
au 
~+(u.v)u= -Vp+&Llu+f 
div u = 0. 
(1) 
(2) 
In the above u(x, t) = (u’, u’, . . . . u”) is the fluid velocity, p(x, t) is the scalar 
pressure, (x, t) E Sz, = Q x (0, T), where T is arbitrarily given positive num- 
ber; f is an external force on the fluid particles, e.g., gravitational force, or 
stirring force. A given constant viscosity coefficient E > 0 can be viewed as 
the reciprocal of the Reynolds number Re. For E > 0, Eq. (1) is called the 
Navier-Stokes equation, for E = 0 it reduces to the Euler equation. These 
equations follow from the conservation of momentum for the fluid par- 
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titles. Equation (2) expresses the incompressibility of the fluid. Usually the 
system (lt(2) is supplemented by the initial condition 
4x, 0) = %(X), XEl-2 (3) 
and the boundary condition 
no-slip : 




4xa=L,2=4,= -L/29 i = 1, 2, *.., n. (5) 
In the no-slip boundary condition, for technical reasons, we usually assume 
&2 is of class C*. On the other hand in the periodic boundary condition 
for simplicity it is customary to impose fn u dx = 0. 
For the purpose of describing turbulent (high Reynolds number) flows, 
the statistical study of the Navier-Stokes equations was first done by 
E. Hopf [lo], and was later developed in a mathematically rigorous 
manner by C. Foias [ 7, S] and some Russian mathematicians [2, 15, 161. 
Roughly speaking the purpose of their program is to construct statistical 
mechanics in function space, in close analogy with the kinetic theory of 
gases with the role of the Hamilton’s canonical equations taken by the 
Navier-Stokes equation. By a statistical solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations we mean probability distribution of velocities at a given time, the 
evolution of which is given by a Liouville’s equation in the function space. 
(For a rigorous definition see Section 2.) In this paper as a continuation of 
the program in the author’s previous paper [3] we study the Kolmogorov’s 
problem of the vanishing viscosity limit of the statistical solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations. This problem was solved in the 2-D periodic case 
in [17] and independently by the author in [3]. Here we consider the 
problem in the general case. In this case it may happen that due to the 
weakness of the available a priori estimate (energy type estimate) we have 
only a very weak convergence for the vanishing viscosity limit, but we were 
able to show that the limit is a measure valued solution of Euler’s equation 
in the sense of R. DiPerna and A. Majda [6]. 
The notion of measure valued solutions in partial differential equations 
was first introduced by R. DiPerna [S] for problems of singular limit of 
individual solutions for the equations of conservation laws; later it was 
generalized and applied to problem of singular limits of some general class 
of approximate individual solutions of Euler equation by R. DiPerna and 
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A. Majda [6]. See R. DiPerna and A. Majda [6] for the list of many 
interesting phenomena in numerical experiments and concrete analytical 
examples leading them to introduce the measure-valued solutions. Our 
observation here is that the notion is also useful for the problems of 
“singular limit” of sequence of probability measures on function spaces. 
The vanishing viscosity is a particular example of them. Actually our 
answer is a corollary of a statistically extended version of the generalized 
Young measure theorem of R. DiPerna and A. Majda. On the other hand, 
as another corollary of the extended generalized Young measure theorem 
we find the relation of statistical solution and measure valued solution for 
the same equation; any statistical solution generates a measure valued 
solution in a canonical fashion. This is a rigorous verification of the remark 
made earlier by C. Foias, J. Keller, and W. Craig. 
In Section 2 after necessary functional settings we recall the definitions of 
statistical and measure valued solutions of the NavierrStokes equations. 
After stating the statistically extended version of the generalized Young 
measure theorem and its corollary we identify the relation between the two 
notions, statistical and measure valued solutions. In Section 3 we state and 
prove our main result concerning the vanishing viscosity limit of the 
statistical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. The final section will 
be devoted to establishing statistical extension of the Young measure 
theorems. 
2. STATISTICAL AND MEASURE VALUED SOLUTIONS 
In this section we first recall the notions of statistical and measure valued 
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations and, then identify their relations. 
First we set up some function spaces and notations; we state without proof 
the well-known facts on these spaces and operators on them. For more 
details including proofs see R. Temam [13, 141, or P. Constantin and 
C. Foias [4]. We denote by L’(Q) the space of functions on Q with 
values in R”, which are L2 in componentwise for the Lebesgue measure 
dx = dx, dx, . . .2dx,; this space is endowed with the usual scalar product 
and norm 
(u, 0) = s, 4x1. u(x) dx, (UI =[(u, )]“‘. 
We denote by H”(Q) the Sobolev space of functions which are in L’(Q), 
together with all their derivatives of order <m. This is a usual Hilbert 
space for the scalar product and the norm 
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where c( = (a,, a,, . . . . a,,), cc,~N, (~11 =a,+a,+ ... +a,, and 
D’ = 0’;’ . . . D,“,” = 
alul 
axnl..,apn’ 1 ‘II 
HA(Q) is the Hilbert subspace of H’(R), made of functions vanishing on 
X5? For more details on the theory of Sobolev space see R. Adams [l]. 
Let V = (UE C;(Q) ) div u =O}. The spaces frequently used in the 
theory of the Navier-Stokes equations are 
H= the closure of V in L’(Q) 
= (uEL*(Q) 1 divu=O, ~I~~=01 
V= the closure of Ilr in HA(Q) 
= ju~Hh(tS) 1 divu=O) 
in the case of no-slip boundary condition. 
For periodic boundary condition these spaces are replaced by 
H= u~L’(!2) I div u=O, j udx=O, u(.~,=~,~=uI.~,= -L,z, i= 1, . . . . n 
R 
V= Hn H’(Q), 
We equip V with the scalar product and the Hilbert norm 
((U> 0)) = ig, ($ $)? Ilull = C((4 4H”‘. I I 
This norm is equivalent to that induced by H’(Q) and V is a Hilbert space 
for this norm. Let V’ be the dual of V. For U, u, w~L’(52) we set 
uiD,vjwj dx 
whenever the integrals make sense. By ( ., . ) we denote the pairing between 
V and V’. For U, v, w E I/ we define B(u, u) E V’ and Bu E V’ by setting 
<Ku, v), w> = b(u, v, WI, Bu = B(u, u). 
For the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations by the unique existence of solution 
we have the well-defined mapping 
SE(t): UgH u”(r), fE (0, Tl 
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from an initial data to the solution at time t. In this case statistical solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equation is simply defined as 
P;(o)=P,,(S’jt) ’ (0)). V Bore1 set w c H, (6) 
where P, is the initial probability measure on H. In the general case we 
have the following definition of statistical solutions due to C. Foias [7]. 
(For a heuristic derivation of the definition see [9, Appendix]). 
DEFINITION 1 (Statistical Solutions). A statistical solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equation is a Bore1 probability measure P; on H defined for 
almost every t E [0, T] such that 
f++ s 4(u) LIP;(U) is measurable on [0, T], V# E BC( H) (7) 
I /u12 dPE(u) E L”(0, T) (8) 
satisfying 
s Ilull dPF(U)EL’(O, T) (9) 
+ 5(O) J Q(u) @o(u), v@2;([0, T)), VQ,EF, (10) 
where r is the subclass of C,(H), consisting of fucntions of type 
@(u)=$((u, glh . . . . (u, gk)), where 1c/ .is a scalar C ’ function on Rk which 
has bounded first derivative and for 1 < i< k, gits V. A given Bore1 
probability measure PO on H in (10) is called the initial data, and E > 0 is 
a given viscosity constant. 
The definition of statistical solution of Euler equation is obtained from 
the one above by formally putting E = 0 in (10). It can be shown that class 
of test functional Y can be widened to include, for example, @J(U) = e’(“,R’, 
where g E V. In this case Eq. (10) becomes Hopf’s original functional equa- 
tion [lo]. 
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Any individual solution u E L*(O, T; V) n L"(0, T; H) can be viewed as a 
statistical solution by setting 
p, = &4,, a.e. in [0, T]. 
On this notion of statistical solution the fundamental result due to C. Foias 
[7] is that there exists a statistical solution of the NavierStokes equation 
for any viscosity E > 0 and for any initial data P, with 
i 
11112 dP,(u) < co. 
Moreover this solution can be chosen in such a way that the following 
strengthened energy inequality holds: 
I ‘I 6 IUI < r2 IuI* @c,(u) + j-’ .r,, ~ ,u, < Tz CL u) df’:(u) 6 0 
Vr,, r2 with 0 d rl < r2 d co, a.e. in CO, Tl. (11) 
Hereafter, by statistical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation we mean 
those satisfying the above strenghtened energy inequality. 
In the following, for illustration, we will construct an example of a steady 
statistical solution of the 2-D Euler equation in a periodic bounded domain 
$2 = (- 4, i)‘, which concentrates on some class of smooth steady solu- 
tions. By a steady statistical solution of the Euler equation we mean a 
Bore1 probability measure P on H satisfying 
and 
s ll~ll* dP(u) < ~0 (12) 
s (Bu, G;(u)) dP(u) = 0, 
V@EF. (13) 
Below we denote k = (k,, k2) E Z2, and let m E Z+ be fixed and let 
N=number of k’s in 2’ such that lkl* =m*. Then, a= (ak),k,=mE RN for 
real numbers aCLi)‘s. With these notations it is a well-known fact from 
elementary fluid mechanisms (see A. Majda [ 111, for example) that the 
stream function, 
1 ak cos(2nk .x) 
Ikl =rn 
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defines a steady periodic solution of the 2-D Euler equation in 
Q = (- f, 4)’ for each a E R” by 
= ,,E,,, (“i,> ak sin(2nk ‘-u). (14) 
We will show 
PROPOSITION 1. Let SNp’ = {aERN I &Em la,/‘= 1) be a (N-l)- 
dimensional sphere. Then, any Bore1 probability measure cs on SN ’ 
generates a steady statistical solution of the 2-D Euler equation in 
Q = (- ;, 4)‘. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Since u, is a steady solution of the Euler equa- 
tion there is a scalar pressure p, such that 
(u,(x), V) u,(x) = -VP,(X), VxeQ, Vae SNp’. (15) 
Leto~~={~~C~(Q)~divu=O,uisperiodicinSZ}.Multiplying(15)by 
u and integrating over R and S N- ’ successively, then integrating by parts 
we obtain 
5 ((u, .V) ~a, ~1 &a) = 0, t/VEY. (16) SN~, 
Since Y is dense in V= (u E H’(Q) 1 div u = 0, u is periodic in Q} by 
continuity we have from (16) 
5 (B% u) da(a) = 0, VUE v. (17) sN-’ 
Let H= {uEL~(SZ)) divu=O, u is periodic in Q}. A mapping A: at-+u, 
from SN-’ onto R= {u,~Hl aESNp’ } defined by Eq. (14) induces a 
Bore1 probability measure P on B by P(U) = a(A -l(o)), V Bore1 set 
w c fi. Thus we have from (17) 
(Bu, u) d&)=0, VUE V. (18) 
We extend P from B to H by P(w) = P(o n A), V Bore1 set w c H, then 
Eq. ( 18) becomes 
(Bu, u) dP(u) = 0, VUE v. (19) 
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Since @L E V for any functional @ E y we obtain Eq. (13) with the 
probability measure P on H given by 
P(w)=a(A~‘(wnA(SN-I))), V Bore1 set o c H. 
In this example the ensemble averaged energy and enstrophy can be 
calculated explicitly as 
mean energy :





-j j ,Vu12 dP(u) =; JLTNrn, 1 IAl+b,(x)l’ dx da(a) = n2m4< 02 
H R 
thus satisfying condition (12). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Next we recall the notion of measure valued solutions in the sense of 
R. DiPerna and A. Majda [6]. Its definition is based on their generalized 
Young measure theorem, which provides the composite weak limit for the 
weakly converging sequence of functions (See [6, p, 6721 for more details 
on the theorem and the associated notion of generalized Young measures.) 
Following [6], for a locally compact Hausdorff space G, we denote by 
M(G) the space of Radon measures on G with finite total mass, M+(G) 
the space of nonnegative measures and Prob M(G) the subspace of 
nonnegative measures with unit mass. Also, we denote by S”-’ the 
(n - 1 )-dimensional unit sphere. 
DEFINITION 2 (Measure valued Solutions). A generalized Young 
measure {CL, v:,,,), v:,,,,} EM(QT)@M+(R”)@Prob M(S”-l) is a 
measure valued solution of the Navier-Stokes equation if 
for all DECO with divd=O and 
(l+h)dxdr=O, vll/ E C,mP?-)> (21) 
where h is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of dp with respect o dx dt. 
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The definition of measure valued solution of the Euler equation is 
obtained from the above by setting E = 0 in (20). Any individual solution 
u E L”(0, T; H) can be viewed as a measure valued solution with the 
generalized Young measure (n, v’, v2) defined by 
For explicit nontrivial examples of the measure valued solution generated 
from weakly converging sequences of functions see R. DiPerna and 
A. Majda [6]. 
Actually one of the implications of this work is the fact that the measure 
valued solutions can be also generated in a richer way than those in [6]. 
These other ways of generating measure valued solutions depend on the 
following theorem and its corollary, which provide constructive rules of 
associating generalized Young measures for a sequence of probability 
measure and a fixed probability measure respectively on a given function 
space. Below, Co(W) is the space of continuous functions vanishing at 
infinity, and C,(R”) is the space of continuous functions with compact 
support. 
THEOREM 1 (Extended Generalized Young Measure Theorem). Let 
{P;} be a family of Bore1 probability measures on H defined almost 
everywhere in [0, T] such that 
t H s Q(u) dPf(u) measurable in [0, T], I’@ E C,(H), Ve > 0 (22) 
Iu12 dP:(u) d C, (23) 
L=(o, T) 
where C is a constant independent of E. Then, there exists a subsequence 
(P:> and the associated parametrized triple of measures defined almost 
everywhere in Q2, as 
h vtx, f)’ 4x, t) } EM(SZT)OM+(R”)OProbM(S”-l) (24) 
with the following properties: 
The first component u is defined by 
(PL, 4) =;i\ joT j !^, 4(x, t) lu(x)l’ dx dPF(u) dt, v4 E Cc(Q,) (25) 
and the other two components are defined by (A) and (B) below. 
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(A) Decaying Part. The mapping (x, t) H v:.~, ,) is weak-* in M(R”) 
Lebesgue measurable and for functions of type 
g(u) = ‘k!o(u)(l + lU12)? go E Co(R”) 
we have 
T 
lim s 15 i-m 0 4(x, t) dub)) dx @T(u) dt R 
= I nTdWA (vl,.,,,go)(l+h)dxdt, (26) 
where h E L’(Q,) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect to 
dx dt. 
(B) Homogeneous Part. The mapping (x, t)++~~~,~) is weak-* in 
M(SnP ‘) p-measurable and for functions of type 
g(u) = gff(eJ If42, eu=j$ gHE C(S”-‘) 
we have 
lim j’ j jQ 4(x, 1) g(G)) dx W(u) dt = jQT4’x, t) <v&, lj, gH) dp. (27) i-a 0 
In the above theorem the function space H can be replaced by L*(Q) 
without changing anything. We shall prove this theorem in the final 
section. 
The triple v. = (p!, vf) represents actually a canonical decomposition of 
a vector valued measure C as in the case of R. DiPerna and A. Majda [6]. 
It is defined for a class of test functions of the form 
@(h U) = j #(XT t) dub)) dx 4 E c,(QT), 
R 
where g is of the form 
g(u) = l?(u)(l + 142)T g E BC( R”), 
and yields, for any function in this class, 
ss 
T @(t,u)dP?(u)dt+(v”,tig) as j-+00 
0 
409,‘155’2-I i 
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for a sequence {P”J} in the theorem. The restriction of S to the class of 
functions in the above theorem, i.e., to the functions of the form 
@(t, u) = J f$(-5 t) g(4.u)) & a 
g(u) = g,(u)(l + lul’) + s,(d,) IU12> 
with g, E CO(F), g, E C(S” ‘) 
gives 
with h = dp/dx dt. If we consider the “stationary” version of the above 
theorem; i.e., replacing first P; by P”, and then $2 by Q, in the theorem, 
then by setting P” = 6,, with /U&I L2tor) < C the theorem reduces to the 
generalized Young measure theorem of R. DiPerna and A. Majda. If we set 
PT = P, for all E in the above theorem it reduces to the following “represen- 
tation theorem” for a fixed probability measure on function space by a 
generalized Young measure. 
COROLLARY 1. Let P, be a Bore1 probability measures on H defined 
almost everywhere in [0, T] such that 
t t+ 
I 
D(u) dP,(u) measurable in [0, T], V@E C,(H) (28) 
s lu12 dP.(u) E L”(0, T). (29) 
Then, there exists an associated parametrized triple of measures defined 
almost everywhere in 0, as 
Vk I) = { P, vtx, I)’ v:x, 1) }EM(OT)OM+(R”)OProbM(S”~l) (30) 
with the following properties: 
The first component p is defined by 
(A 4) = joT j ja 4(x, t) lu(x)l* dx dP,(u) dt, V4ECcPT) (31) 
and the other two components are defined by (A) and (B) below. 
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(A) Decaying Part. The mapping (x, t)~ vtX, ,) is weak-* in AI 
Lebesgue measurable and for functions of type 
g(u)=go(u)(l + 142), go E Co(R”) 
we have 
r 
s s.i 4(x, t) g(u(x)) dx dP,(u) dt 0 R 
=I 4(x, tKvf.r, 1)’ go)(l + h) dx 4 (32) QT 
where h E L’(Q,) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect to 
dx dt. 
(B) Homogeneous Part. The mapping (x, t) H v:,,,) is weak-* in 
M( S” ~ ’ ) p-measurable and for functions of type 
g(u) = gfAetJ Id21 k=j$, gHE C(r-l) 
we have 
T 
I IS 4(x, t) g(G)) dx dP,(u) dt 0 R 
We note that although the p in (31) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to dx dt, the p in (25) is not in general. This observation suggests 
that the notion of measure valued solutions is more flexible than that of 
statistical solutions. As a rather trivial example of the application of the 
above corollary we have the following 
EXAMPLE 1. The generalized Young measure (p, VI, v’) associated with 
the Dirac measure P,= 6,,,,, UE L”(0, T; H) can be identified as the 
following: 
dp = Iu(x, t)12 dx dt, v:x, 1) = 6 l&x, 1) 5 4% 1) =6 wx, f) ’ 
where 0(x, t) = u(x, t)/lu(x, t)l. 
Regarding on the relation between the two notions of statistical and 
measure valued solutions C. Foias, J. Keller, and W. Craig made the 
following remark, which we state as a proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2. For uny statisticul solution cf’ the Navier-Stokes equtr- 
tions there is an associated measure valued solution of the equations. 
This proposition is actually an immediate corollary of the main theorem 
(Theorem 2) of the next section as can be seen by taking a constant 
sequence (Pf} with fixed F in the theorem. We close this section with an 
example illustrating an application of the above proposition. 
EXAMPLE 2. The generalized Young measure (p, v’, v2) associated with 
the statistical solution generated in Proposition 1 of this section is a 
measure valued solution of the 2-D Euler equation. Using Corollary 1 
above it can be explicitly computed as the following: 
dp = h(x) dx, with h(x) = m2WNp, c sin2(2rrk .x), 
Ikl =m 
(34) 
where oNp i = (27~) (N- “l’/ZJN- i) is the volume of SN-‘. Also from the 
identities 
(6 go) = j,&- / go(u,(x)) d4a), bwCo(R2) 
and 
<v;, g/,) = jsN-, g,(~,(x)) da(a), VgHE C(S’) 
with 0,(x) = u,(x)/u,(x)l, we obtain 
vi = pushforward of c under the mapping a H u,(x) from S N ~ ’ into R2 
vz = pushforward of (r under the mapping a H e,(x) from S N - ’ into S ‘. 
(35) 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Here we consider the case of f(externaf force) = 0 in the Navier-Stokes 
equations. In this section we wish to show the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let {P:} be any sequence of statistical solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equation with initial data PO satisfying 
5 lul* dP,(u) < co (36) 
then there is a subsequence of the family such that us E vanishes its associated 
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generalized Young measaure defines a measure valued solution of Euler equa- 
tion. 
We note that by taking Dirac measure PT = 6,,,,, with uE individual solu- 
tion of Navier-Stokes equation the above theorem reduces to the one by 
R. DiPerna and A. Majda on the vanishing viscosity limit for individual 
solutions [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let {P:} be a sequence of statistical solution of 
the Navier-Stokes equation associated with an initial data P, satisfying 
(36). We know from the energy estimate (11) that (23) as well as (22) is 
trivially satisfied. Thus from Theorem 1 we have a subsequence {P?} and 
its associated generalized Young measure (p, vtx, 1), vfx, J satisfying 
(25)-(27). We show that this Young measure is a measure valued solution 
of Euler’s equation. First we know that each PF satisfies the Foias Liouville 
equation (10); in particular by choosing test functions 
with 4 E C,“(Q), div 4 = 0 
we have 
T 








= - Ej 
I ss 
t(t) @(x) . u(x) dx dPT(u) dt, (37) 
0 R 
where we have integrated by part in the nonlinear and viscous terms. 
Now, pick up the family 
1 
jj. tjdj I tjECp(O, 73, 4jEC,"(Q),,j=1,...3m 
j=l I 
meN 




(4:)’ (x, t) .u(x) dx dPF(u) dt 
0 R 
T 
+ s SI VqP’(x, t) : u@ u(x) dx dPF(u) dt 0 n 
T 
= -Ej s SI dqP(x, t) . u(x) dx dP”:(u) dt 0 n (38) 
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with qS”(x, t) = I’,“=, i’,(t) d,(.~). N ow taking m -+ ?x: and applying the 
dominated convergence theorem to each term of (38) using (23) we obtain 








I I IS 
dqS(x, t) .u(x) dx dPT(u) dt 
0 a 
(39) 
for all q5 E CF(Q T) with div 4 = 0 and for all j E A’. Now, observing 
u 




we obtain by (26) 
T 
lim s ss 4:(x, t).u(x)dxdP~(u)dr j+Jr 0 R 
= jQ, 0, t). (v:.x, 1)’ +> Cl+ A)dx dt 
T 
lim s i‘?’ dcj(x, t) . u(x) dx dP:(u) dt i-00 0 R 
s d(b(x, t) i v’ 
u = ~ (r3f). 1 + 14* (1 +h)dxdt QT > 




V&x, t) : u(x) dx dP:(u) dr 
i-too 0 R 





d&x, t) . u(x) dPF(u) dt = 0. 
j-cc 0 n 
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This follows from the following estimates 
T iI ss Aqqx, t) . u(x) dP?(u) dt 0 R 
T < J{ I@(.> ?)I Lqn) 1 (~1 dP?(u) dt 0 1 
< Lo [j 1 dPF(u)]1’2 [j- M2 dP:(u)lll2j dt 
I 1 
112 
d I@ L’(0, T; L*(n)) 1u12 dP:I(u) 
L=(o, T) 
1 
112 < c, bl* @o(u) < m, 
where C, is a constant. 
For the “incompressibility” we observe for each u E H 
s VI& t) .u(x) dx = 0, VtE(o, n VtiEC,m(fJT) R 
from which we obtain immediately 
T 
lim I SI V$(x, t) . u(x) dx dPF(u) dt = 0, vll/ E Com(QT). i--0c 0 R 
Applying (26) once again to the above we obtain (21). 
This completes the proof. 
4. STATISTICAL EXTENSIONS OF THE YOUNG MEASURE THEOREMS 
In this section we establish the statistical versions of the two Young 
measure theorems-the classical Young measure theorem of L. Tartar [ 121 
and the generalized Young measure theorem of R. DiPerna and A. Majda 
[6]; Theorem 1 of Section 3 is an immediate corollary of the latter. We use 
the same notations of the previous sections. Our statistical extension of the 
classical Young measure theorem is 
THEOREM 3. Let {P;} be a family of Bore1 probability measures on 
L”(Q) defined almost everywhere in [0, T] such that 
t H s 
B(u) dP:(u) is measurable in [0, T], V@EC(LOO(Q)), V&>O 
(40) 
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and 
supp P;c [L/EL’(R) 1 U(S)EK u.e. in Q) (41) 
,for all E > 0 andfbr almost ever)! t E [0, T], ,I,here K is a compact subset of 
R” depending onl-y on 52 and T. Then, there e.uists u subsequence { PF) and 
the associated weak-* measurable mapping 
(-% t) I-+ \‘(I, /) 
from Q7 to Prob M( R”) so that 
supp v(,, r) = K ,for almost every (x, t) E Q7 (421 
and 
lim j’ j jQ dk t) g(u(x)) dx W’(u) dt= jQT 4(x, t)<v(,, ,), g> dx dt 
i*= 0 
(431 
for all q’~ E C,(sZ,) and g E C( R”). 
In the above the weak-* measurability means that for all g E C(R”) the 
mapping (x2 t) ++ (v(,, I)9 s> is Lebesgue measurable on Q,. Note that for 
P; = uE with (~8 Lr(nj < C the above theorem reduces to the classical Young 
measure theorem of L. Tartar [ 123. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For each Py we define a positive measure 
pLE~M+(RTx R”) by 
(ye, s> = joT j j Ax, t; 4x1) dx W(u) dt, VgEC,.(sZTx R”). (441 
R 
From this definition and the hypothesis we obtain 
lb”, g)l G joT j jQ Igk t; u(x)N dx dP;(u) dt 
d m(QT) (/;PYK lg(x, t; UN. 
Thus we have 
(451 
(46) 
WI G m(Q.1, V&>O (47) 
which implies the weak-* compactness of the family ($} in M+(Q, x R”); 
there exists a subsequence {,u?> and PE M+(Q,x R”) such that 
supppcQ,xK (48) 
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and 
p+ + p weak-* in M(Qn, x R”). (49) 
In particular for g(x, t; U) = 4(x, Z) g(u) with 4 E C,(Q,) and g E C,(R”) we 
have 
from which we deduce that 
I (FL, &)I <sup Ig(n)l i, I&x> t)l dx dt. 
UEK 
We now disintegrate the measure p in the form 
(51) 
P=J v(,, r) dx 4 v(x, r) E M+ CR”) (52) 
RT 
based on the estimate (51). For fixed g E C,(R”), the mapping from C,(Q.) 
into real numbers defined by 
can be viewed as a bounded linear functional on L’(sZ,) due to (51). Thus 
there exists BE L”(Q,) so that 
(PL, kg> =IQ, 0, t) gtxt ) dx dt. (53) 
Let bJkeN be a countable, uniformly dense subset of C,(R”); let 4’s the 
corresponding functions in L”(Q2,). Then, (53) combined with (51) implies 
that 
I%(4 t)l G sup I &(U)I 
U‘ZK 
a.e. in QT. (54) 
Since ~1 is a positive measure by taking 4 positive in (53) we have 
q&h t) 2 0 a.e. in Q, if g, > 0. (55) 
Now, (54) and (55) combined with (51) and (53) implies that there exists 
a set N, c 0, with m(N,) = 0 such that the (x, t)-parametrized mapping 
gk ++ %kcx, t, (56) 
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is a positive linear functional on C,(R”) if (x, t) E Q, ‘, N,. Let 
N=U,“=, N,, then m(QT\,N)=m(Q,), and for each XE.QJN, the map- 
ping (56) is a positive linear functional on C,(R”) for every k E N, which in 
turn can be extended to all of g E C, (R”) by continuity. By the Riesr 
representation theorem there exists a parametrized measure v~.,, ,, E M+( R”) 
such that 
9(x, f)‘(V,.X.l)? s> a.e. (x, t) E 52,. (57) 
This, combined with (53) establishes the disintegration (52), from which we 
have 
supp v(,. r) = K a.e. (x, ~)EQ, (58) 
due to (48), and 
lim jT j s, ‘$(X, d du(x)) dx @F(u) dl= s,, 4(x, t)(v(,, ,,, g) dx dt 
i-m 0 
(59) 
for all 4 E C,(Qr) and ge C,(R”) due to (50). The identity (59) can be 
extended to all of gE C(R”) by taking zero on the outside of the 
neighborhood of K, in virtue of (58). In particular by choosing g = 1 in 
(59) we obtain 
which implies ( v~,, lj, 1) = 1 for almost everywhere in f2,, i.e., 
V( x, rj E Prob M(R”) a.e. in 52,. 
This completes the proof. 
Now we establish the statistical extension of the generalized Young 
measure theorem, i.e., we prove Theorem 1 in Section 2. The proof will be 
divided into two parts; the argument is essentially the repetitions of that of 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We start with the homogeneous part. 
Homogeneous Part. For each { P5) we define a positive measure 
&EM+(Q~xS”-‘) by 
(P;, g> = joT j 5, g(x, 1; e,(x)) lu(x)l* dxdP;(u) 4 
vgEc,(Q,xs”-‘), (60) 
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where we denoted 8, = u/lul as before. From this we obtain 
d sup (X,r;e,ERTxS”-’ L”(O, 77) 
<c sup Id.? t; w. (61) 
(X,f;e)eR~xS”-’ 
Thus we have 
MI G c V&>O (62) 
which implies the weak-* compactness of the family {&} in 
M(Q,x S”- ‘); there exists a subsequence {~2} and p2 E M(SZ,x S”- ‘) 
such that 
@-‘p2 weak-* in M(R,xS”-‘). (63) 
In particular for g(x, t; 0) = 4(x, t) gH(0) with 4 E C,.(Q,) and g E C(Snp ‘) 
we have 
T 
lim s ss 0, t) g,(Q,(x)) I 44’ dx @F(u) dt = <~2,4gH). (64) ,-“: 0 R 
In case g,= 1 on S”- ’ this equation defines ~1 cM+(Q,) in (25) of the 
theorem. Also from (64) we deduce that 
I(v2, 4ggH)I G sup lg,(W lim jT j j IQ(x, ?)I ldx)l’~x W(u) df 
eEs”-’ 1-m 0 R 
= sup lg,(@l j I$%% t)lb (65) 
ees- QT 
We now disintegrate the measure p2 in the form 
P2 = 
5 v:x, t, 
d Py v:.x,,)EM+(S”-l) 
fir 
based on the estimate (65). For fixed gHE C(S”- I), the mapping from 
C,(QT) into real numbers defined by 
4 l-b (1112, b&T”) 
can be viewed as a bounded linear functional on L’(p) due to (65). Thus 
there exists %H~Lm(p) so that 
(f-57) 
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Let {gk ) Xt ,,: be a countable, uniformly dense subset of C(S” ’ ); let ?$‘s 
the corresponding functions in L I(p). Then, (67) combined with (65) 
implies that 
I%(& r)l <sup IRk(U p a.e. in Q., . (48) 
UF A 
Since pL? and p are positive measures, by taking Q, positive in (67) we have 
qJx, t ) b 0, p a.e. in R,- if g, 20. (69) 
Now, (68) and (69) combined with (65) and (67) implies that there exists 
a set N, c 52, with m(N,) = 0 such that the (s, t)-parametrized mapping 
g/c - %(x3 t) (70) 
is a positive linear functional on C(Snp r) if (x, c)EQ,\N,. Let 
N=lJT=r Nk, then m(Q,\N)=m(Q.), and for each (x,t)~a~\N, the 
mapping (70) is a positive linear functional on C(,Snp ‘) for every k E N, 
which in turn can be extended to all of g, E C(Y- ‘) by continuity. By 
the Riesz representation theorem there exists a parametrized measure 
v(,,,)EM+(S”-‘) such that 
%(x2 t)= oJ;.,,rp g”), p a.e. (x, t)~Qr. (71) 
This, combined with (67) establishes the disintegration (66), which yields 
for all #E C,(Q,) and gHE C(S”-‘) due to (64). Setting g,r 1 in (72) we 
obtain 
which implies (v&, ,), 1) = 1 for p almost everywhere in sZT, i.e., 
v&,,~Prob M(S”-I), p a.e. in Sz,. 
This completes the proof of homogeneous part of Theorem 1. 
Decaying Part. 
Step 1. We first show that under the assumptions of the theorem there 
exists a subsequence {PF} of {P:} and the associated measure 
v~,,,,EM+(R”) such that for a=p+dxdtEM(QT) we have 
(4 t) ++ v:x. t) is weak-* in M( I?“) a-measurable (73) 
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and 
T 
lim s ss Ok t) so(+))(l + IWI’) dx W’(u) dt i-a 0 R 
= s 0, W&, ,)> go  da (74) Qr 
for all $ E C,.(sZ,) and go E Co(R”). 
For each {Py } we define a positive measure pj E M+ (52, x R”) by 
GG,g)= r i‘ 1.i gob, t; u(x))(l + lWl*) dx dP;(u) dt, 0 R 
V g E C,(Q, x R”). 
From this we obtain 
(75) 
I(mmjo= j jQ I ( g x, t; u(x))/ (1 + lu(x)l*) dx dP:(u) dt 
< sup 
(x,r;u)~RyrR” 
Idx,t;u)l {4Q,)+~j (142W’:(u)(L~~o,T~ 
6 {m(Q,) + c> (.r, ~; ,spp,Tx R” I g(x, t; u)l. (76) 
Thus we have 
I&I ddQT)+ c V&>O (77) 
which implies the weak-* compactness of the family {CL;} in M(Q, x R”); 
there exists a subsequence {py} and p1 EM’(O, x R”) such that 
p? + pl weak-* in M(S2, x R”). (78) 
In particular for g(x, t; u) = 4(x, t) g,(u) with 4 E C,(Q,) and g,,E C,(R”) 
we have 
T 
lim s SC 4(x, t) go(u(x))(l+ lWl’Wdf’?hW= (PI, &o). (79) i--ca 0 R 
From this we deduce that 
I (PI, &o)l G sup Igo(u)l )i\ joT j 5, I&x> t)l (I+ b(x)l*) dx W’(u) dt 
uaR” 
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= sup lkh(~)l ( I&-? [)I dJ. (80) 
UGR" -s2,- 
By the exactly same distintegration procedure as before based on the above 
estimate we obtain 
which, combined with (79), yields (74). In this case since 1 4 C,,(R”) the 
previous argument leading to the probability measure for v:.~, rj does not 
work, i.e., v[~, ) + M+(W) is not in general a probability measure in R”. 
Step 2. Let dp = h dx dt + dp, be the Lebesgue decomposition of p, then 
da=dxdt+dp=(l+h)dxdt+dps 
Thus we can rewrite (74) as 
’ lim si i-m 0 4(x, t) so(u(x))(l + Iu(x)12) dx @T(u) dt R 
= s QT 4(x, W(l.x,+ go)(l +h)dxdt 
(82) 
In this step we will show 
s 4(x, W;,, t)go) dcc.7 = 0, v4 E CAR”), V go E Co(R”) (83) QT 
thus concluding the decaying part of then proof of Theorem 1. For each 
g, E Co(R”) let g,R be a truncation of go defined as 
lul <R 
IuI > R. 
(84) 
Then, 
g,R -+ go in C,(R,) as R + co. (85) 
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We also consider the corresponding truncations {P:* “} of the subsequence 
{PF} of the previous step, where 
supp Py R c (UE Hn L”(G) 1 [u(x)1 <R a.e. in Q}, VjEN. 
Then, for all gR = g,“( 1 + 1~1’) we have 
jb L,, L 4(x, t) gR(u(x)) dx dP7, “(u) dt 
T 
= SSI 9(x, t) g,RWMl + 14x)1’) dx W’(u) dt. (86) 0 H R 
Now we take the limit j + cc in the both sides of the above equation and 
apply Theorem 3 to the left-hamd side and the previous result (74) to the 
right-hand side, respectively. Thus for the left-hand side 
pi JOT i‘,.,,, J-G 4(x, t) g”(u(x)) dx dP”i’“(u) dt 
= s RT 4(x, t)<v;x, 1)) g”> dx dt, Vd E C,(QT) (87) 
for some vR (X, () E Prob M(R”). While in the right-hand side 
T 
lim HI &x, t) s:(W)(l + l+)l’) dx @“i(u) dt i+m 0 H R 
for all 4 E C,(sZ,). Comparing (87) and (88) we deduce 
s 4(x, Nv:,, t)’ g “> dps = 0,QR>O, Vq5 E C,(R”). (89) RT 
For fixed 4 the left-hand side of (89) defines a continuous linear functional 
on Co(R”). Thus by letting R -+ cc and using (85) we obtain (83). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We remark that we did not compactify R” in the decaying part of the 
above proof as contrary to that in Section 4 of R. Di Perna and A. Majda 
[6] in the similar context. For our purpose of applications in Section 3 we 
do not need to do. 
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